Intelligent Workflows
on Azure
Automate end-to-end workflows to
drastically cut costs, increase speed,
and improve experiences

of decision
makers agree that
integrating processes
across organizational
boundaries and
legacy systems
accelerates digital
transformation ¹

An IBM survey of more than 13,000 executives
illuminated a new category of data-driven companies
called “Torchbearers”. These are the DATA ELITES, who
have created a culture of data believers, invest heavily in
their people and use analytics to improve the quality of
their decisions.
Our study points out that Torchbearers now generate
69% higher revenues and 63% higher margins than their
peers. Clearly organizations that have fully integrated data
into their business strategies, operations and culture are on
a path to higher performance. The objective of IBM Global
Business Services (GBS) is to help our clients become one
of these high-performing, data-driven companies.
As companies strive for higher productivity, automating
manual tasks is becoming increasingly important. Over
hundreds of engagements, however, we have found that
most automation projects are unable to redesign these
inherently inefﬁcient processes.

Though increasing productivity
is the top driver, respondents
agree that modernizing business
processes will also improve CX ¹

Unlike other ﬁrms, IBM’s Intelligent Workflow offering
takes over a large part of the manual handiwork involved
in front/back ofﬁce operations, unlocking value from
complex unstructured data. The most frequent use
cases are those that require many human touches over
time combined with subject matter expertise to extract
relevant information from complex documentation.
Targets for automation are any business processes that
involve a deep understanding of unstructured date such as
documents, forms and images. Examples cover customer
on-boarding or lending applications in banking, claims
processing for insurance and a wide range of ﬁnance
and supply chain processes.

IBM’s Offering for Intelligent
Workflows on Azure

Every Intelligent Workflow Needs

IBM employs both process re-engineering and “Content
Intelligence”, an IBM Research technology for digitization,
content understanding and reasoning where there is an
abundance of unstructured data. We also leverage our
own Data and AI accelerators, state-of-the-art ISV
ecosystem, Azure AI toolkits and the Microsoft low
code Power platform.
Our experience in vision systems, language technologies,
machine learning and cloud-based tools makes our
offering unique.
We utilize experts in business process re-engineering
and a large corpus of intellectual property developed by
IBM to streamline the manual handling of unstructured
data and complex documents.

A modern engagement
platform to deliver the
intelligent workflow to
the end user

An integrated and consistent
source of workflow data
elements both structured
and unstructured

An engine to intelligently
and efﬁciently orchestrate
all workflow steps

An underlying
application(s) for the
workflow capabilities

Capabilities to predict,
optimize or automate one
or several actions within
a workflow

Examples of Intelligent Workflows

– Fulﬁll contractual obligations

– Claims Digitization
& processing

Industry
Speciﬁc
Processes

– Compliance - with regulatory
requirements:
i.e. GDPR, LIBOR, CCPA
– Conformance – with internal best
practice: Royalty, Procurement,
Leases, Insurance, Loans

– Payment processing
– Mortgage process
– Lending Process

Compliance,
Conformance,
Extraction

Supply Chain
Transformation

– Trade Finance
– LIBOR

– Defense Intelligence
(threat and crisis
prediction)
– Reinsurance L&H
Underwriting
Modernization
– Cognitive manuals
for manufacturing

– Vendor Management
– Review of procurement contracts for
conformance with internal standards

Azure

– Account Opening

– Evaluation of Contract Risk

– Customer onboarding
– Order Management
– KYC – Know your customer
– VOCA – Voice of the
customer Analytics

Customer
Lifecycle
Transformation

Finance
Transformation

Talent Lifecycle
Transformation
– Talent Acquisition (CV)

– Employee reskilling/upskilling

– Skill identiﬁcation

– Attrition/churn prevention

Procure to pay
– Cognitive invoice digitization and data
extraction
– AI enabled T&E receipt validation
touchless invoice processing, etc
Lead to cash
– AI enabled order data validation,
Record to analyze
– Risk-based reconciliations,

IBM’s offering for Intelligent Workflows on Azure provides the blue print for solution
architecture, best practices, and a pre-built set of microservices assets:

Engagement
Layer

Orchestration

AI layer

Data
Connection

LoB Engagement
layer

− Code patterns,
assets for data
ingestion from
email, PowerVirtual
Agent, Azure bot
framework and
custom UI

− Leverage process
orchestration
capabilities of Azure
and Power platform

− IBM Content
Intelligence for
structuring and
understanding
complex documents
at scale; AI with
built-in feedback
mechanism

− Custom data
adaptors for
connecting to
ERP systems

− Connectivity to
PowerApps and
PowerBI
dashboards
for Line of
Business user
interface and
executive level
dashaboard
and analytics

− Integration with
3rd party partner
ecosystem to provide
conversational
experience

− Custom orchestration
patterns to optimize
resource use and
performance by
designing flow
between Azure
native and IBM
microservices for
Content Intelligence

− Best of AI services
from Azure, IBM
Content Intelligence
and Open Source to
digitize, understand
and reason on
complex documents

− Code patterns
and accelerators
for data storage
and content
repository

Functional Architecture for IBM Intelligent Workflows
on Azure
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After hundreds of Intelligent Workflow engagements, our client are now experiencing 60% lower processing
costs, 80% shorter customer on-boarding and almost complete elimination of manual errors.

Engagement Model
1 Week

8-12 Weeks

2-3 Weeks

Iterate & Scale

Ideation

Starter Kit

MVP

Operate and Scale

− Identiﬁcation of hot
opportunity areas &
business processes

− Enable platform from
Cloud and deﬁne and
integrate micro-services
for the pipeline

− Implementation
of ﬁrst MVP (end to
end pipeline) for a
selected process

− Provide Content
Intelligence as a Service

− Agree with client on
a small data sample
to analyze

− Go-Live preparation
and execution

− Shaping Starter Kit
use case

− Iteratively scale
solution with Garage
Methodology across:
• New Processes
• New Document Types

− Use case review and
update for MVP phase

• New Use Cases

Client Success Story
workflows and increasing straight-through-processing.
After several false starts, GBS and the client created a
highly automated, straight-through-processing stream and
successfully eliminated manual handling of their documents.
In this case, GBS used IBM Content Intelligence on Azure
with Azure AI/ML accelerators to dramatically cut our client’s
document processing time, increase productivity and
reduce costs.
Content Intelligence is a linchpin technology which can
deliver 80+% accuracy in document classiﬁcation, key-value
pairs extraction, tables reading, table interpretation and
signature detection.
The result:
One of the world’s largest robotics, power, electrical
equipment and transportation companies had started
several automation initiatives to drive efﬁciency across
HR and procurement. However manual handling of complex
documents proved to be a challenge for redesigning

Our client has now automated ~70% of their HR and
procurement processing, thereby limiting manual effort
to only ~30% of their documents.
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Reinventing workflows: Power your digital transformation and drive
greater impact by modernizing processes, a Forrester consulting
thought leadership paper commissioned by IBM, January 2020
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